
 
 

Challenge #5 
RETAIL INNOVATION  

 
Challenge Statement: Explore the "monthly box subscription" model and apply it to a new 
market or product category. 
 
Market Background: Simply put, there are a lot  of monthly box subscription services out there 
(some estimates suggest 10,000+) ranging from clothing to makeup to food to toys for pet birds. 
There have been so many new subscription services come online in recent years that services 
like Cratejoy have found success in creating a marketplace for box buyers and offering tools to 
streamline the process for box sellers. In any case, the market has grown 3,000% since 2013. 
Knowing that there is plenty of potential competition, how will you use this monthly box 
business model to inspire a business aimed at a new market, new product or new service?  
 
Technology Background: The monthly box subscription business model will usually utilize 
e-commerce software - be it custom built or using some existing platform. However, the real 
“technology” being explored in this challenge is the business model itself. Simply, a customer 
purchases the box as a one-time buy or regularly-occurring subscription, for some defined 
period of time or until cancellation. The order must then be fulfilled and delivered through the 
mail. Many of the monthly box subscription companies need to maintain some type of inventory 
and their customer service is often a primary area of concern.  
 
Springboard Resources:  
Number One 
Number Two 
Number Three 
Number Four 
Number Five 
Number Six 
Number Seven 
Number Eight 
Number Nine 

 
Project Tips: 

● See list on first page for the general project expectations. 
● While there is some “novelty” involved with many of these box subscriptions, how will 

you ensure there is customer demand and your concept solves a real market problem? 
● There have been many interesting adaptations of the monthly box business model - 

don’t be afraid to adjust the model in order to stand out from the competition 
● You don’t necessarily need to deliver a physical product in a physical box.  
● Consider how you will market your concept and get your early adopters. 
● Consider how you will fulfill your orders and may need to manage overhead. 

 

https://www.cratejoy.com/
https://www.wantable.com/
http://www.chainstoreage.com/article/sign-disruption-winning-subscription-economy
http://www.lexology.com/library/detail.aspx?g=e8582573-174d-44c9-a9f6-d6a9380c619a
http://www.forbes.com/sites/shoptalk/2017/01/09/going-straight-to-the-source-todays-thriving-d2c-brands-threaten-monopolistic-industries/#6b41f8ab1f87
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-10-06/do-we-really-need-2-000-subscription-box-services
https://www.chargify.com/blog/subscription-business-trend-predictions-for-2016/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-12/this-25-year-old-is-turning-a-profit-selling-pencils
https://medium.com/@katiawb/subscription-is-the-future-not-a-fad-51ff1c49c570#.3s3lym0dv

